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Supplemental material: 
Below is an inventory of the Albert Neuwrit collection. 
 
 
.1 Photographic postcard; black and white image of men working indoors, man on left scooping into 

bags, man in foreground seated writing in large book, man standing behind him writing on paper, 
scale and shelves in background; recto: inscribed “Landsberg Merz [sic] 1946” in blue ink across top 
left; verso: graphite inscriptions, “Foto G. Kadish” handwritten in center in black ink, paper adhered 
in corners and center; dated March 1946, Landsberg, Germany; in Polish; Albert notes: food 
warehouse in Landsberg D.P. camp 

.2 Photographic print; black and white image of overhead shot of large building, bare trees line road, 
people standing about, inscribed recto in lower right corner “Landsberg 1946” in blue ink; verso: 
paper adhered in each corner; dated 1946, Landsberg, Germany 

.3  Photographic print; black and white image of five men and one woman standing in a row in front 
of daily newspaper bulletin board, sign reading “Landsberger/Szpigel” [Landsberg Mirror] above 
them; not dated, Landsberg, Germany 

.4  Photographic print; black and white image of group of men standing and kneeling in front of truck, 
in Landsberg D.P. camp; inscribed verso with faded blue ink in upper left corner “Landsberg/on 
Lech/8.VIII.1945”; dated August 8, 1945, Landsberg, Germany 

.5  Photographic postcard; black and white image of three men seated at table, sign with Hebrew 
lettering hanging on wall behind them; inscribed recto across bottom: “Landsberg 12.II.1946” in 
blue ink; verso: paper adhered in multiple spots; dated February 12, 1946, Landsberg, Germany; 
Albert notes: one of the first wedding receptions in Landsberg, see sign in Hebrew: “Heal the body in 
the spirit of our people” 

.6  Photographic print; black and white image of men standing in front of and on top of truck, Albert 
Neuwirt is standing 4th from left; not dated, Landsberg, Germany; Albert notes: drivers of motorpool 
in Landsberg D.P. camp 

.7  Photographic print; black and white image of seven men seated (seventh man on right partially cut 
out of image) with nine men standing behind them; inscribed recto across top: “Verflegungs-
Magazin-Landsberg Merz [sic] 1946” in blue ink; verso: “G. Kadish” signed in black ink; dated March 
1946, Landsberg, Germany; Albert notes: employees of food warehouse in Landsberg D.P. camp 

.8  Identification Card; “Provisional identification card for civilian internee of Buchenwald”; issued for 
“Albert Neuwirte”; preprinted form with typed entries in black ink, fingerprint on left side, ink 
stamped seals on right side; states internee number “126735”, current number “7076”, birth date 
and place, nationality, and that he was “kept in captivity from Sept. 1942 to April 1945 in Nazi-
German concentrationcamps [sic] and was liberated from the concentrationcamp [sic] of 
Buchenwald”; issued April 30, 1945; Buchenwald, Germany; in German and English 
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.9  Vaccination card; issued to “Neuwirt Albert” by the Landsberg Jewish Center; preprinted card in 
black ink with handwritten black ink name of bearer and signature in lower right corner, circular 
blue ink in center “Hospital for former political prisoners”; dated April 1949, in English 

.10 Driver’s License; “Driver-License/Führerschein”; issued to Albert Neuwirt; faded green card printed 
in black ink with handwritten ink entries; inside: multiple ink stamp seals, black and white 
photograph of bearer, and old adhesive tape; issued December 17, 1946; Munich, Germany, in 
English and German 

.11 Vaccination card; “International Certificate of Vaccination Against Smallpox”; issued for Albert 
Neuwirt, certifying vaccination against small pox; printed card with black handwritten ink, two 
circular blue ink seals on left side read “Hospital for former political prisoners”; Landsberg, 
Germany; issued April 1949; in English  
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